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Fund Finance Friday: Industry Conversations – Catching Up with Mike
Mascia from EverBank
August 11, 2023

In this episode of FFF: Industry Conversations, Cadwalader partner Wes Misson and the Co-
Head of Fund Finance at EverBank, Mike Mascia, discuss the recent launch of the Fund
Finance division at EverBank, regional bank stress and other industry trends. 

Watch on

Fund Finance Friday: Industry Conversa…
Watch later Share

If you cannot access the video, please click here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yT2x4u6Bhzs&embeds_referring_euri=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cadwalader.com%2Ffund-finance-friday%2Findex.php%3Feid%3D1880%26nid%3D255%26pdf%3D1&feature=emb_imp_woyt
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yT2x4u6Bhzs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yT2x4u6Bhzs


Lender Intel: A First Glance at Q2 Call Reports
August 11, 2023

By Chris van Heerden
Director | Fund Finance

The FDIC set up the SVB bridge bank on March 26, which meant that Q1 bank earnings
reports and industry data largely reflected a business environment that had ceased to exist by
the time the numbers hit the tape. With the Q2 call report season now largely complete, the
new operating environment is becoming clearer. Here are the main contours:

Asset trends. Bank balance sheets are tilting towards loans, with positive growth in this
category, while securities and cash holdings are moving lower. We expect this trend to
continue as banks reposition the asset side of the balance sheet to keep track with rising
liability costs.

Note: Same-store-sales analysis for institutions that have filed a Q2 2023 call report.
 

Source: Bankregdata and Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP.

Loan Growth. Where is the loan growth coming from? Loans to non-depository financial
institutions, where fund finance loans are often included, posted a 4.7% growth rate over the
quarter – an impressive annualized clip. (Growth in junior single-family loans may be sign of
financially stretched consumers.)



Note: Same-store-sales analysis for institutions that have filed a Q2 2023 call report.
 

Source: Bankregdata and Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP.

Liability trends. Liability mix has been shifting away from deposits in recent quarters (with
attendant effects on funding costs). In Q2, headline deposits stabilized, but internals weren’t
as positive. 

Note: Incudes all reporting institutions for each period.
 

Source: Bankregdata and Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP.



Deposit internals. Apparent deposit stability was partially manufactured as the share of
brokered deposits rose at many institutions and core deposits declined.

Note: Incudes all reporting institutions for each period.
 

Source: Bankregdata and Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP.

What does this mean for the industry?

First, funding costs are rising, owing to both rate and cost structure changes. On the rate side,
banks continue to compete directly with money market funds and a heavy Treasury Bill
issuance calendar, and indirectly with the Fed through its reverse repo facility. Structurally,
increased reliance on non-core deposits and secured borrowing (FHLB advances, pledged
securities, etc.) adds further upward pressure to funding costs. This means profitability will
continue to face pressure, which Moody’s underscored when it downgraded 10 banks on
Monday, placed six on review for possible downgrade, and revised the outlooks for 11 banks to
negative. More specific to fund finance, we expect margins to stay wide given this context.

Second, we continue to expect the asset mix to tilt towards loans and away from cash and
securities as played out in Q2. But recycling the balance sheet into higher yielding assets
happens at a much slower pace than liability re-pricing. Rising non-performing loans in some
sectors and difficultly in resolving off-sides asset-class concentrations slow the ability to
reposition. Capital rules are also evolving.

While long-end rates are rising, the yield curve slope still favors originating at the short-end of
the curve. Deposit duration uncertainty favors a shorter loan tenor. Put together, this means
fund finance originations may prove resilient but the pace may slow further.

Third, much of the data suggests that the banking industry is ripe for consolidation. Acquisition
accounting can relieve core issues facing some institutions and help acquirers fill in their
footprint. The capital regime, however, functions like a progressive tax and will influence where

https://www.moodys.com/research/Banks-US-Funding-risks-weaker-profitability-and-turn-in-asset-Sector-In-Depth--PBC_1374660


combinations make sense. Nonetheless, we’ll likely see a continued reduction in the number of
banks in existence in the U.S. over the next five years.

Finally, we’re in an era for new ideas in lending. The incentive to solve for additional capital on
the borrower side or for risk participation on the lender side has never been higher in the history
of fund finance. We think that the potential payoffs for solving for term funding, securitization,
CRT, pref equity, NAV and who knows what other solutions will define the direction of
businesses in years to come. (Whether lenders can hack the model to pay innovators outside
of basic revenue production could also prove defining – a topic for another day.) We are
positioned at the forefront of these developments in the fund finance market and welcome a
conversation on where you see your business going.



LPAs 101 – Back to Basics
August 11, 2023

By Chris Montgomery
Special Counsel | Fund Finance

As we enter back-to-school season and look forward to FFA U this fall, we thought a back-to-
basics primer on the limited partnership agreement (the “LPA”), which is the legal and credit
cornerstone of our product, would be fitting.

This article follows and is inspired by my colleague Fiona Cheng’s “Fund Finance 101 – Back to
Basics,” which proved to be an extremely popular article in Fund Finance Friday. Here we will
focus on a key area with respect to subscription credit facilities and the LPA, with perhaps
future articles to build on Fiona’s example for other areas of fund finance.

What Is the LPA and Why Is It So Important?

The LPA is the foundation for underwriting for any lender. It is also, along with the LPAs of
parallel funds and feeder funds, the basis for the deal’s structure. At its most basic definition,
the LPA is the contract governing the relationship between the fund and its investors. From a
banker’s perspective, that is the relationship between your customer (the fund) and your
collateral (the investor’s subscriptions). It is hard to overstate the importance of this document
from a credit perspective. Mastery of the LPA is essential to the career of any banker or lawyer
on either side of a transaction.

The jurisdictions we see in fund finance – most commonly in Delaware, Cayman Islands,
Ireland and Luxembourg – have corporate laws that allow parties to contract freely and to
choose the terms by which the corporate entity may govern itself. (In our case, and to use the
typical Delaware terminology, this corporate entity is a limited partnership with a general
partner, and we will refer to it as such, but note this can be a Cayman-exempted limited
partnership, a Delaware limited liability company, Irish ICAV, Luxembourg AIF … etc., but the
features remain the same). This is why we can describe the LPA as a contract, freely chosen,
between the general partner and the limited partners.

Market practice allows us to have expectations on what should be in the LPA for it to be
“bankable.” An LPA is bankable if it is able to support a subscription credit facility that is based
ultimately on the payment of capital contributions by the investors to the fund, which are
signatories to the LPA and bound by its provisions. The legal obligations of the investors to fund
their uncalled capital commitment, and the various qualifications and incentives that may
accompany that obligation to fund, are the focus of a credit analysis of the LPA from a financing
perspective. 

How to Read the LPA

https://www.cadwalader.com/professionals/christopher-montgomery
https://www.cadwalader.com/fund-finance-friday/index.php?nid=212&eid=1592


Given the 101 scope of this article, we won’t give an exhaustive legal guide on how to analyze
the LPA. We should, however, have a clear idea of the bare minimum on what to look for and
expect:

First and foremost, we look for the general partner’s power to “borrow and raise money” or
similar such phrasing, which will likely be in the enumerated powers of the general partner or
equivalent managing entity. The LPA may even specifically reference the ability to borrow
money under subscription credit facilities, which is helpful.

Once it is clear the general partner can borrow, we want to know if the LPA explicitly
authorizes the general partner to pledge its rights to the capital commitments (e.g., calling
capital, enforcement rights, etc.). This authorization to pledge will be the legal basis for the
security agreements that secure the debt of the facility. 

We want to know if the LPA specifically contemplates the fund setting up a subscription
credit facility. LPAs have come a long way over the last decade: whereas in the past the
market relied on investor letters, most sophisticated funds have specific subscription facility
sections with enumerated lender protections. (We still sometimes require investor letters for
single investor deals or where there is a credit-linkage issue or a fault in the LPA that needs
to be corrected.)

We always read the entire borrowing section and, if applicable, its discussion of subscription
credit facilities; this is where some troublesome provisions can hide, such as leverage
limitations and overcall limitations (more on this below).

We must understand the nature of the investor’s commitment to fund and if such
commitment is without qualification. The canonical phrasing is, “do the investors agree to
fund without setoff, counterclaim or defense?” (Rarely, this language will be buried in a
subscription agreement, so if this is not in the LPA, don’t panic until you have checked the
subscription agreement to see if it’s hiding there.) 

Some LPAs will contemplate debt and equity commitments, especially if the investors are in
a rated note feeder fund. If this is the case, please escalate internally at both the business
and legal level, as debt commitments require a special analysis due to their treatment in
bankruptcy.    

Don’t ignore my overcall. Is there an express right to call on non-defaulting/excused
investors to make up funding shortfalls created by defaulting/excused investors? This is
fundamental to the lender. That being said, we have previously reported that 38% of LPAs
have some form of overcall limitation. See our prior article, (Over) Call Me, Maybe. The
presence of an overcall limitation would likewise need to be elevated legally, as there may
be ways of solving or addressing for such limitations in the loan documents (although not
always). 

What is an overcall, you ask? We’re looking for the general partner’s ability to call on other
investors to provide additional capital beyond what was initially called from that investor in
order to make up for any shortfalls, including those caused by the failure of other investors to
fund their commitment. We like this to be very explicit (unless an SMA deal, in which case
there can never be an overcall given it’s a fund of one).

An overcall limitation is thus any limit on the general partner’s ability to call for additional
capital from investors once they have already funded their commitment (i.e., it may be that

https://www.cadwalader.com/fund-finance-friday/index.php?nid=26&eid=174&tag=2019-03-22-%28Over%29+Call+Me%2C+Maybe


the general partner can only overcall for a certain percentage in the event of LP
default/excuse).

Sometimes, even if there are overcall limitations, would debt repayment under the facility be
carved out from the general limitation? (This carve out is sometimes via use of the defined
term “Partnership Expenses” where repayment of principal and interest under a credit facility
are referenced or even better a dedicated defined term tailored for a subscription credit
facility debt.)

Most LPAs will have explicit leverage limitations. The bank and the fund should understand
these and make sure the credit agreement is expected to live within those limits and any
other permitted fund level debt is within the bank’s underwriting guidelines. The limitations
themselves will be incorporated by reference via a negative covenant in the credit
agreement. 

We will also want to ensure that the general partner has traditional powers against a
defaulting investor. The greater and more draconian the general partner’s powers, the more
likely the investors are (that is, the more it is in the investor’s interest) to fund their capital
commitments so as to avoid the default consequences of the general partner’s powers (loss
of capital account, interest charges, sale at a discount significantly below par, etc.). Such
powers are also pledged to the lender, who can expect to use them in an enforcement event
upon “stepping into the shoes” of the general partner by way of the collateral documents and
remedies section of the credit agreement. 

There are several other LPA considerations that are beyond the scope of a 101 article,
including most favored nations clauses, key person events, cessation events, fund rights in
an investor default including subordination to lenders, and the ability to call capital after
investment period/dissolution, to name just a few. Even a “quick look” at an LPA to see if it’s
bankable requires the due diligence by a seasoned legal team who sees a broad base of the
LPAs in the market.

Beyond the LPA: Side Letters

The LPA itself is not the last word on the subject. Institutional investors will often negotiate side
letters that affect the terms of the LPA as it relates to that investor. The careful diligence of side
letters is therefore a key aspect of underwriting the LPA’s governing relationship. You can think
of side letters as annotations to the LPA that say “except me,” “but not this” and “only if that.”
You need to be careful and to read the LPA and side letters as a whole. The overcall limitation
you made absolutely sure wasn’t in the LPA? Well, it can be in a side letter (either at the first
closing or in a subsequent closing when the credit facility is already in place!) and that side
letter provision may spread to other investors via a most favored nations provision in the LPA.
The LPA and side letters need to be fully vetted and any material issues addressed in order to
finalize the borrowing base for the credit facility and assure that, to the bank’s satisfaction, the
fund documents adequately support repayment from the investors in an enforcement scenario
under the facility.

Conclusion

There probably isn’t a more important document in the deal than the LPA (including the credit
agreement itself). Senior practitioners in the market, having learned the basics above, never



stop reading and thinking about LPAs, since they are so fundamental to our transactions. While
this article is a brief and a basic overview, the diligence of the LPA is a fantastic opportunity for
the lawyers and business teams to discuss the fundamentals of the transaction at its earliest
stage. A baseline understanding of LPAs is critical to the structuring and execution of a facility.



EverBank, N.A., Announces New Fund Finance Division under Co-
Leaders Jeff Johnston and Mike Mascia
August 11, 2023

In the continued expansion of its commercial banking operations to provide bespoke and
customized fund-level financing to alternative asset managers and the private capital industry,
EverBank (temporarily TIAA Bank) announced the launch of its new Fund Finance division this
week under the leadership of industry veterans Jeff Johnston and Mike Mascia.

The start of the Fund Finance business marks the first expansion milestone for EverBank. On
August 1, TIAA announced the completion of the sale of TIAA Bank to private investors and the
bank is temporarily going to market under the legacy TIAA Bank brand until early September,
when it will fully convert to the new EverBank brand.

Jeff, the division's co-leader, is widely regarded as one of the world's leading fund finance
experts. He previously founded and led Wells Fargo's fund finance business and grew it into
the world's largest global fund finance platform. He is also a co-founder and the current
chairman of the Fund Finance Association.

Mike, previously the chair of the Finance Group and head of the Fund Finance practice here at
Cadwalader, is credited with founding or co-founding many of the industry's key initiatives,
including the Fund Finance Association, the annual Global Fund Finance Symposium (now in
its 13th year), the Cadwalader Finance Forum, Fund Finance University and this Fund Finance
Friday newsletter. Mike was also the contributing editor of five editions of the Pink Book, the
fund finance industry's legal treatise.

Together, Jeff and Mike bring more than 40 years of fund finance experience and unmatched
transactional leadership to this new bank division.

Read more here.

https://www.streetinsider.com/dr/news.php?id=22011795&gfv=1


APAC NextGen Webinar: Mitigating Risks and Facilitating Fund
Financing
August 11, 2023

APAC NextGen committee will be hosting a virtual panel discussion titled “How to Not Lose
Money: Mitigating Risks and Facilitating Fund Financing” on Thursday, August 24 from 12:30 -
1:30 p.m. (SGT/HKT). This program will discuss some of the key risk considerations for fund
financing and how these can be mitigated, particularly in the current climate. 

Participants will hear from industry experts and legal professionals from across APAC as they
cover key themes, including: what commercial risks lenders face, how we can mitigate the risk
of fraud, defaulting lenders, defaulting LPs and the importance of due diligence.

You can register here.

https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_DnW6BvowTL--b2tRMbIxNw#/registration
https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_DnW6BvowTL--b2tRMbIxNw#/registration


13th Annual Global Fund Finance Symposium
August 11, 2023

Save the date! The Fund Finance Association has released the dates for the 2024 Global
Symposium.

The 13th Annual Global Fund Finance Symposium will take place February 26 - February 29,
2024 in Miami Beach, Florida. 

You can learn more about room blocks and sponsorship opportunities for the 2024 conference
here.  

https://www.fundfinanceassociation.com/events/americas/02-26-24-global-symposium/#agenda

